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Abstract 

This paper provides a literature review on security and privacy issues of big data. These issues are classified into three contexts; 
technological, organizational and environmental that is meant to facilitate future research. The main objectives of the review are 
to identify security and privacy issues of big data and to categorize the issues into a classification framework. The outcome of 
this review reveals that security and privacy issues of big data not only originate from technological deficiencies, but it may also 
be the outcome of organizational culture and environmental influences. At the end of review for each of the contexts, main issues 
were extracted and presented as potential factors that may affect organizational intention to adopt big data.  
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1. Introduction 

Big data is a term that frequently appears in current business and academic discussions on recent technology 
trends. In publications, this term is rarely discussed without the inclusion of its unique characteristics; the 3Vs. The 
first ‘V’ refers to ‘Volume’, which describes large amount of data, the second ‘V’ is for ‘Variety’- different types 
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and sources of data and the final ‘V’ refers to ‘Velocity’ – the speed of data transfer and creation1. Else, other V’s 
have also been described as forming the unique characteristics of big data, such as ‘Value’ and ‘Veracity’2. These 
characteristics notably differentiate big data from the traditionally known methods used to capture, store, and 
analyze data. At present, big data is gaining greater attention due to increasing number of connected devices that 
generate very large amount of data. With proper use of big data technologies and applications, organizations will be 
able to exploit these data and transformed it into valuable information.  

While the benefits of big data may reach diverse functions in organizations and individuals’ life in digitized 
world, this extent of reach however, introduces far greater exposure to security and privacy risks. Although it is 
undeniable that big data sources may be utilized to derive better insights3; the underlying security and privacy 
concerns remain. These concerns may possibly be amplified by big data’s volume, variety and veracity when 
deploying system infrastructure in supporting big data applications 4. Organizations today are already confronted 
with overwhelming tasks of protecting their information assets, hence to some organizations; the idea of having big 
data applications deployed will invite further security issues and larger number of breaches. In fact, security and 
privacy issues have been cited in several big data survey done by technology providers and market research 
companies as one of the hindering factors in big data adoption5 6 7.  

Even though these issues have been reported multiple times as one of big data adoption’s hindering factors, the 
specific security and privacy related issues that is of concern to organizations considering big data adoption are 
rarely discussed in publications.  This study therefore intends to derive the possible security and privacy issues that 
may be influencing big data adoption by reviewing literatures in information systems domain. The following 
sections proceed as follows: section 2 briefly presents the motivation/objectives of the study and section 3 described 
the research methodology. The following sections present the findings of the literature review by classifying it into 
three contexts (section 4, 5, 6). The final sections draws a conclusion and provides future research direction. 

2. Motivation, scope and objectives 

Existing scholarly literature on big data were written from different perspectives to highlight the various 
applications of big data and its associated challenges in today’s data driven era. Majority of literature on big data at 
present can be grouped into the following categories: big data overview, big data processing algorithm, big data 
applications, big data infrastructure and big data security, privacy and trust 8. The largest number of publication can 
be found under the big data overview category, where scholars provide a general overview of big data, its 
challenges, the framework, techniques and technologies as well as other issues related to big data and its future 
direction in research. Examples of publications that fall under this category are those written by Chen and Zhang 9, 
an article that discusses on big data’s impact on privacy, security and consumer welfare by Kshetri 10 and an article 
by Abbasi et.al.11 that critically discuss the research agenda for big data research in information systems (IS).  

This study chooses to add to the body of knowledge in the area of big data adoption/application and its associated 
security and privacy related concerns. While there are numerous publications that highlight the application of big 
data, the ones that specifically present the relation between security and privacy issues in big data adoption are still 
fragmented and scarce. Most discussion on security and privacy issues of big data exist as a sub-section in articles 
that surveyed big data challenges and opportunities in general.  

Hence, this study aims to contribute to big data domain by conducting a literature review on big data’s security 
and privacy related concerns and to present on how these security concerns may affect big data adoption by 
organizations. The main objectives of this study are: 1) To identify studies that discuss on security and privacy 
concerns of big data, and, 2) To categorize the security and privacy concerns/issues found in the articles into a 
classification framework (TOE – Technological, Organizational, Environmental). 

3. Methodology 

References to big data, analytics, big data technologies and certain combination of these terms can be found in 
most popular publication - in both online and physical form of publication. For the purpose of this study, the initial 
literature search were made on top IS academic journals. The IS journals selected were the eight leading journals 
under the Association for Information Systems (AIS) Senior Scholars’ Basket of Journals; European Journals of 
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Information Systems, Information Systems Journal, Information Systems Research, Journal of Information 
Technology, Journal of MIS, Journal of Strategic Information System, Journal of The Association of Information 
Systems and MIS Quarterly. The keyword used was “big data” and the years of publication were restricted to those 
published in 2010 to February 2016. This initial search yielded only 9 relevant articles. 

Second phase of literature search was then made on the Web of Science platform, specifically using two citation 
indices, the Science Citation Index (SCI) and Social Science Citation Index (SSCI). This search retained the same 
keyword (big data) and the timeframe of publication (2010 – 2016), while the Web of Science categories of articles 
were restricted to ‘computer science and information systems’. The search returned a total of 516 articles and after 
refining the search to include only articles and reviews written in English, it went down to 439. Next, taking into 
account that new ideas and theories are commonly presented in academic conferences, a search was also made on 
leading information systems conference proceedings. Association for Information Systems (AIS)’s and its affiliated 
conferences were chosen and as a result 9 articles were found (including 4 from AIS journals). In total, 457 articles 
were considered for final assessment. The final assessments were then conducted based on the following criteria: 

 
 The article falls under ‘overview’ or ‘security and privacy’ category. (Categories based on Chen et.al. 20168) 
 Articles under ‘overview’ category must include contents on security and privacy. 

 
Based on the selection criterias, 44 articles were found to fall under the ‘overview’ category and 25 articles 

under ‘security and privacy’. The articles under ‘overview’ category were then checked for any inclusion of security 
and privacy content which resulted in 25 relevant articles. Security and privacy articles were also checked for its 
relevance in supporting the aims of this study, and 18 articles were found to have contents of high relevance. At the 
end of this process, 43 articles were identified for content extraction. Table 1 summarized the results of the literature 
search. For further review of the articles, an inductive categorization will be used in classifying the contents into 
three contexts; technological, organizational and environmental (TOE). These contexts are part of an organizational 
level technology adoption framework, known as TOE Framework 12. The reason for this classification is to provide 
a basis for further research on how technological, organizational and environmental security issues of big data may 
influence its adoption process by organizations. As security and privacy issues may encompass various factors other 
than its technological aspects, TOE Framework is deemed suitable for this classification purpose.  

            Table 1. Summary of results of according to categories 

Category of big data 
articles 

Number of Studies Publication & References 

Big data overview 25 Journal of AIS (1, 11), Business & Information Systems Engineering 
(2,13 14), Journal of Information Technology (2,15 16), Decision 
Support System (1,17), MIS Quarterly (2,18 19), Mobile Networks and 
Applications (1,20), Journal of the Association for Information 
Science and Technology (2,21 22), Foundations and Trends in 
Information Retrieval (1,23), KSII Transactions on Internet and 
Information Systems (1,24), Journal of Strategic Information 
Systems (1,25), IBM Journal of Research and Development (1,26), IT 
Professional (2,27 28), Information Sciences (1,9), Communications 
of the Association for Information Systems (3,29 30 31), MIS 
Quarterly Executive (1,2), IEEE Network (2,32 33 ), IEEE 
Transactions on Services Computing (1,34). 

Big data security and 
privacy 

18 Ad Hoc Networks (1, 35), Security and Communication Networks 
(1,36), Tsinghua Science and Technology (1,37), IEEE Security and 
Privacy (1,38), Proceedings of Pacific-Asia Conference on 
Information Systems 2013 (1,39), Information Security (4,40 41 42 43), 
Information Systems Frontiers (1,44), Network Security (1,45), IEEE 
Network (1,46), Thirty Fifth International Conference on 
Information Systems (1,47), IT Professional (1,48), Conf-IRM2015 
Proceedings (1,49), IEEE Transactions on Multimedia (1,50), 
Information Sciences (1,51), Twenty-First Americas Conference on 
Information Systems (1,4). 
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4. Security and Privacy Issues in Technological Context 

Technological context refers to both internal and external technologies relevant to organizations 12. Hence, 
technology in this context may include current practices, equipment and processes 52. Most of the reviewed articles 
include a discussion on how big data creates technological-related security and privacy issues, where some of the 
issues were associated to big data’s unique characteristics 4. Each of these characteristics will pose certain security 
concerns that require a strong security solution and mechanisms in ensuring the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of data.  

The sheer volume of data collected and created in a typical big data environment is one the factors inviting 
security issues. Accordingly, new and improved security tools and mechanisms are needed in order to provide 
effective protection towards data. However, in an article by Adrian Lane41, the author suggests that “many security 
professionals who encounter big data environments for the first time don’t understand why security is a big issue”. 
This shows that at present, the degree of difficulty and impact of big data related security issues are yet to be 
realized by security professionals. The same tools and techniques used to provide security to a relational database 
for example, will no longer be sufficient in a big data environment 20,41. A typical multi-node architecture of a big 
data environment, coupled with the volume of data will naturally outrun the capacities of any standard security 
products. In another article that proposes a framework for secure sensitive data sharing for big data platform, the 
inadequacy of existing security technology is also discussed. By looking at data sharing and privacy protection 
issues, the authors noted that existing technologies did not take into account the whole process of data security life 
cycle hence endangering a big data environment 37. In addition, Chen and Chun-Yang 9 asserts that data security 
issues for big data application are somehow “awkward” for a number of reasons, among it is the protection 
approaches required are closely related to the size of big data – larger size of data means larger protection coverage 
needed. Due to the distributed nature of a big data environment, threats arising from networks may also magnify the 
problems in protection, resulting to a heavier workload for security functions9. In essence, the ‘volume’ 
characteristic of big data will pose challenges to existing security technologies and solution. As described above, 
one the key challenges is to provide security technologies and solution that are able to scale to the large size of data 
sets and distributed nature of big data 53.  

The speed in which data are being created and the speed of how it should be analysed and acted upon may also 
pose some security threats. In a big data environment, data is being generated in an unprecedented rate, either in 
batch, real time/near time, or streams 53. Many organizations are currently generating high frequency data and this 
may create difficulties in maintaining data protection. In presenting a new secure transmission method for big data, 
Chen et.al.36 highlights that collection and transmission of data through any communication networks will 
essentially introduced critical requirements for security. The same concern is reiterated by Dong et.al37 by providing 
some examples on how security issues may appear during rapid transmission of sensitive data.  For instance, during 
the phase of data creation, a rapid transfer of data streams from owner’s local server to a big data platform could 
create security issues which may lead to the loss of sensitive data. Else, during the rapid transmission, creation and 
processing of data, an organization must ensure that data are aggregated or anonymized to prevent any access to 
personal identifiable information. Strict control and measures must be readily available during these transmissions 
of data to alleviate risks and errors 17. Rapid frequency of data creation and processing will also create issues when 
there is a lack of security capabilities in securing data storage particularly during peak data traffic 10. Rapid data 
flows will also increase the need to have a security technology with the ability to screen and audit access while at 
the same time protecting data stored across repositories. It is now apparent that ‘velocity’ of data in a big data 
environment amplifies security complications commonly found in any traditional data environment, and at the same 
time produces new issues that requires special treatment 51.  

Another unique characteristic of big data is the various sources and types of data that are collected and stored in a 
big data environment. The ‘variety’ of data often originates from structured, semi-structured and unstructured data. 
Thus far, most organizations are familiar with the security mechanisms that are applicable in protecting structured 
data, but with the inclusion of unstructured data, the experience may be lacking 10. Samuel et.al.50 states that variety 
of data posed security and privacy challenges for organizations and to “compose a unified, broad privacy policy” 
will be unsuitable. Secure access management will also be a problem when the data derived are stored in data 
repositories that reside in distributed location across a big data environment. Wang et.al.51 emphasizes that the 
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variety of data will involve cumbersome tasks of providing different restrictions for access and security policy that 
suits each sources of data. Consequently, it will be difficult to balance the appropriate security mechanisms needed 
with the tasks of extracting value from the data. The variety nature of big data may also create new challenges in 
data encryption. According to Chen et.al.20, high diversity big data demands for newly developed efficient 
cryptography approaches which could not be met by previous encryption approaches. The authors then highlight on 
the requirement for an effective security schemes (safety management, access control and safety communications) 
for all types of data; from structured to unstructured. At present, it is understood that existing mechanisms for the 
protection of unstructured data is still in its growing phase and data governance issues are still not fully addressed. 
Without effective input validation, identifying malicious data sources may prove to be an overwhelming process. 
Hence, Malik26 proposed for organizations planning to launch big data initiatives, to consider the requirements of 
producing liable mechanisms for security and privacy, including defence in depth for each type of data.  

As illustrated above, organizations that are already a part of big data initiatives or are planning to jump into big 
data bandwagon, are faced with numerous security and privacy issues in relation to infrastructure, processes and 
protection mechanisms. To summarize, all the technological challenges posed by big data, reflects the complexity in 
providing effective protection to big data environment. Whereas, the level of preparedness of organizations in 
embracing all challenges that comes with big data, may be attributed to the organizations’ perceived compatibility of 
their current security mechanisms with those required by big data. It is thus interesting to see whether these two 
factors, 1) Complexity and 2) Compatibility have any influence on organizations planning to adopt big data.  

5. Security and Privacy Issues in Organizational Context 

Organizational context can be described as characteristics that represent an organization, such as company 
strategies, culture, structure and policies 54. From information security view, these characteristics may describe the 
organizational security practices and culture, security planning, security policy and risk mitigation strategies. After a 
thorough review of all the selected articles, several security and privacy issues discussed by the authors can be 
classified as organizational-related. 

Organizational culture and awareness on the security and privacy issues brought upon by big data is an important 
factor to consider in safeguarding data from human-related breaches. Philips-Wren et.al.29 in their article revealed 
that addressing organizational culture in the context of big data is highly important. This importance is highlighted 
by the fact that “attitudes on ethics, privacy, and security can vary significantly across organizations”. In another 
article that presents a paradigm shift in computational social science in big data era, best practices in safe handling 
of big data are said to come from the way organization provided encouragement and work structure to all of their 
employees instead of relying on individual’s way of working with data. Thus, in order for organizations to derive the 
intended benefit of big data and to protect data from security breaches, organizations are required to make 
alterations and enhancement in terms of its business processes and applications in addition to making an incremental 
change in its business model 13. And, to avoid catastrophic consequences should there be a data breach, it is vital 
that organizations have the right protection mechanisms prepared – the consequences of wrongful treatment of 
customers or employees data must be made known throughout the whole organization 45. To make the changes in 
culture and awareness a successful effort, top management role is also important in promoting security culture and 
providing necessary support and security technology resources. Lack of top management support may deter the 
efforts made by IS security professionals in protecting and securing organizational data and systems from 
functioning at optimum level 55. 

Another organizational-related issue derived from the review is organizational learning capacity and employees 
competencies in the implementation of necessary big data protection mechanisms. As asserted by Chang et.al 17, 
implementation of protection required for a big data environment can be an expensive and challenging tasks. This 
process require several necessary steps, such as designing data handling process, as well as identifying suitable 
training and procedures for employees. Other steps include periodic auditing of the protection mechanisms put in 
place and problem identification of security issues that may arise. Again, the authors stress for all employees to be 
aware of their responsibilities in the protection chain, and this demands for organization-wide effort. Organizational 
competencies and learning abilities will provide needed support in developing employees’ competencies and skills 
in safeguarding big data environment 17. It is important for organizations to realize the need to relearn skills in 
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managing the security and privacy of big data. Although some organizations may view the required skills as being 
similar to those needed for traditional business intelligence, there are some requirements which are unique to big 
data, e.g. strategies and policies required to identify and retain big data-ready workforce, managing security and 
privacy mechanisms that cater to the unique characteristics of big data, defining storage parameters and methods for 
secure disposal of big data 29.  

Another issue is related to organizational development and use of big data - it is essential for organizations to 
ensure privacy principles are integrated into the development process. One author suggests that organizations with 
predefined privacy measures in development and use of big data, will garner the most desirable outcome and less 
number of consumer pushback 40. Mennecke et.al.47 supported this idea by stating that privacy principles should be 
built into business processes and information systems “as a default, rather than as an afterthought”. System 
development that proactively address the need for security and privacy may potentially helped organizations should 
there be any privacy violation. In essence, getting big data security and privacy as an afterthought must be avoided 
at all cost. The importance for organizational recognition on the vital requirements in securing big data is 
undisputable, for it needs to be addressed and embedded in any development and use of big data components from 
the very beginning51. 

Several main issues can be derived from the review above, in relation to organizational-related security and 
privacy of big data. The first is organizational culture and awareness on the security and privacy requirements of big 
data. This may be translated to the need for organizational information security culture. With organization-wide and 
top management support, this culture may be cultivated and spread across the organization, hence minimising the 
risks associated to employee-linked security breaches. Another factor is organizational learning culture and 
competence. It is expected that organizational abilities to learn new protection procedures and new development 
processes that integrate security and privacy principles from the very start will lead to a more secure big data 
environment. These issues may be studied further in order to explore the correlation between the issues and 
organizational intention to adopt big data.  

6. Security and Privacy Issues in Environmental Context 

Big data’s security and privacy issues in environmental context are recognized in a number of articles. This 
context refers to the domain “in which a firm conducts its business – its industry, competitors, access to resources 
supplied by others, and dealing with the government” 12. Essentially, it suggests that there will be influences coming 
from the environment in which the organization operates whenever the organization is planning for new technology 
adoption. In a typical big data environment, the collections of data about individuals are often involved – achieved 
though organization’s interaction with their consumers and through other business collaborations. Thus, whenever 
these sensitive data are collected and being used within and across organization, the issue of privacy and 
confidentiality will emerge 56. As such, organizations need to consider its external environment that may affect the 
use of sensitive data in its big data initiatives. 

One environmental-related factor that often appeared in the reviewed articles is the issue of privacy and its 
associated rules and regulations. In protecting consumers’ privacy and private data, many countries have introduced 
data protection act that aims to regulate the use of individual’s personal identifiable information (PII) by 
organizations. For example, in an article that explores the main factors that affect the intention of individuals to 
grant their network operators to use their PII, Saenz et.al.39 indicated that governments “have attempted to protect 
individuals’ privacy by enacting laws or directives, which must be followed by all sectors, including the highly 
regulated telecom industry”. While these enacted regulations are meant to protect the privacy of end consumers, it is 
fast becoming one of the challenges faced by organizations working with big data. Buhl and Heidelman13 in their 
editorial article agreed that numerous country-based privacy regulations and restrictions are “big data’s most serious 
challenges”. The authors also suggested that while present generation of consumers are no longer reserved when it 
comes to revealing their personal information while on the web, privacy regulations that are country-specific may 
seriously hinder big data initiatives and its corresponding business models. This impediment may also be attributed 
to a significant number of consumers who refuse to allow for a long-term storage of their private data13.  

As the regulations that administers the use of personal data differs across countries, this will pose some pressure 
towards organizations wanting to leverage the potential of big data but at the same time having to abide to the legal 
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provisions concerning the use of data 10. Privacy acts and regulations in the EU for instance, is generally considered 
as much stricter that the regulations in the US (foreign companies operating in the EU will have to abide to these 
regulations) 2.Consequently, an extensive big data governance program is needed in order for organizations to 
comply with society’s ethical and governmental legal expectations 14,26,35. Malik in his article asserts that security 
challenges of data sharing between applications as well as the compliance with “geographical trans-border data 
regulations” need to be addressed in any big data governance program. In addition, organizations are also expected 
to address the fundamentals of strong protection required for any personal, health and financial data26. Inevitably, 
organizations will therefore need to deliver on these expectations without compromising their business goals, which 
can be a daunting task. 

Security issues of outsourcing and the use of third-party tools is another environmental-related factor that can be 
found in the reviewed articles. In a big data environment, there may be a need for organizations to outsource some 
part of the tools and applications that support data storage, sharing and access 57. According to Wood 58, most 
organizations are still unable to build and maintain a full-fledged big data environment in-house. As a result of this 
incapacity, it creates dependence to, for example, service providers and other third-party tools vendors 10. The need 
to outsource, although critical to creating and capturing value of big data, will create the need for a further 
consideration on security and privacy. In one article that provides comprehensive overview of big data, Chen et.al.20 
reiterates the need to rely on professionals and tools in order to analyse huge datasets, which in turn will create 
further safety risks for the data. The authors then stresses for a proper security measures to be put in place before the 
owner of big data delivers the datasets for processing and storage by a third-party service providers. These measures 
are required as preventive mechanisms in protecting sensitive data 20.   

Cloud computing services have consistently been linked to the operation of big data environment. Goodendorf40 
in her article argued that the cloud is in fact needed for cost-effective implementation of big data. Even though this 
outsourcing practices are normally viewed as a way to transfer operational and adoption risks to the service 
provider, the truth is it does not eradicate the risks of data loss 35. Cloud storage for instance, may invite data 
security problems (e.g. requirements of data integrity checking) and it may also lead to privacy issues when the 
datasets are hosted in a server that is publicly accessible 9. For a mitigation approach in ensuring security and 
privacy in the use of cloud services; Phillips-Wren et.al.29 suggested that organizations need to verify that a cloud 
service provider has an up-to-date security and privacy policies for data sharing and inter/intra organizational 
collaboration. This approach is also supported by Goodendorf40, by stating that both cloud service provider and user 
organizations need to clearly define their responsibilities in regards to data privacy controls. The drawn contractual 
clauses must be more extensive than the standard general-security responsibilities 40.  

From the review above, it can be deduced that there are two highly possible environmental-related security and 
privacy concerns for organizations looking to embark on big data initiatives. The first factor is privacy related 
regulations while the second factor is organizational concern on outsourcing and use of third-party services. These 
two factors may possibly be the hindering factors for big data adoption due to lack of competency of some 
organizations in ensuring the security and privacy of big data that are externally hosted, and the difficulties in 
complying to unsurmountable privacy related regulations.  

7. Conclusion 

There are numerous contributions and publications in the big data area. Issues on security and privacy of big data 
particularly, have gathered great interest of academics and practitioners. However, these issues are still in its infancy 
in the IS domain. Based on the literature review conducted, security and privacy issues of big data are found to be 
mostly described within big data overview articles. Specific security and privacy articles otherwise, tackles the 
problems by introducing new framework, methods or processes in providing protection to big data components. This 
study attempted to identify security and privacy issues from articles categorized under ‘overview’ and ‘security and 
privacy’ categories. Through the review, important security issues and privacy concerns were classified under three 
major contexts: technological, organizational and environmental (taken from TOE framework – an organizational 
level technology adoption framework). The reason these three contexts were chosen as the classification framework 
is to provide future research with a foundation on the possible security determinants that may influence big data 
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adoption by organizations. Based on the findings of the review, the main security and privacy issues that could 
possibly have an effect towards organizational intention to adopt big data were identified (refer to Fig. 1below).  
 
 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. Identified Security and Privacy Issues for each Technological, Organizational and Environmental Context 

 From this literature review, it is evident that security and privacy issues of big data are not restricted to 
technological incapability, in fact, the problems and challenges may also arise from organizational culture as well as 
environmental facets. While these findings shows the relevancy of looking at security and privacy issues of big data 
from different perspectives, and especially how these issues may play a role in encouraging/discouraging 
organizations’ big data adoption, it is yet to be addressed empirically in IS publications. This fact opens up future 
research opportunities.  

8. Limitations and future research 

There are several limitations identified in this study. The major limitation is the use of only one keyword for 
every phases of literature search. Therefore, the resulting search returns may have excluded some articles that 
discuss about big data in a different term such as ‘datafication’. Additional literature review should include other 
databases as well as this study only focuses on two citation indices – the SSCI and SCI. Furthermore, future research 
that aims to link the factors identified in this study with big data adoption, must also consider the inclusion of 
articles from technology adoption area.  

The aim of a future research activity is to find appropriate conceptual framework that will be able to predict the 
causal relationship between the identified issues with big data adoption. With this framework, empirical 
investigation may be conducted to provide support for any developed hypotheses. Security and privacy issues have 
been quoted by some organizations as one of the hindering factors in big data adoption, thus it will be beneficial to 
seek for the actual issues that deter the adoption process. Organizational case studies will be one of the efficient 
methods to achieve clarification on how security and privacy issues may affect organizational intention to adopt new 
technology such as big data. Findings from this future research may be beneficial to practitioners by providing 
information on the factors that may hinder big data adoption as well as factors that can be leveraged to encourage 
adoption.  
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